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HEAT EXCHANGER FOR ELECTRONIC/ 
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a heat exchanger for electronic or 
electrical components. More speci?cally, it relates to such a 
heat exchanger that is ideally suited for use in cooling 
electronic and/or electrical components in a vehicle utiliZing 
the coolant employed for cooling an internal combustion 
engine Which provides the source of propulsion for the 
vehicle. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Heat exchangers for cooling electronic and/or electrical 
components in a vehicle are being employed With ever 
increasing frequency. It is common knoWledge that elec 
tronic components Which produce heat during operation 
must be cooled in order to avoid damage to the component 
and/or printed circuits connecting components on a circuit 
board. An example of such a heat exchanger is disclosed in 
EP 1,096,647 A2. The heat exchanger of the above 
referenced European patent apparently utiliZes an oil as a 
coolant. The device is intended for use in cooling poWer 
electronics as, for example, those utiliZed in the operation of 
a combination starter-generator and can be used to control 
other electronic or electrical components utiliZed for steer 
ing in vehicle control as, for example, electric motors in the 
vehicle. 

It appears that such heat exchangers employed for cooling 
of electrical or electronic components could utiliZe a coolant 
already present on the vehicle utiliZed for cooling other 
instrumentalities as, for example, cooling the vehicle’s inter 
nal combustion engine as such a coolant is circulated in a 
coolant circuit at the present time. 

Cooling of vehicular electronic or electrical components 
utiliZing the circulating engine coolant differs from evapo 
rative cooling Where heat rejected by the components to be 
cooled causes the coolant to undergo a liquid to vapor phase 
change as heat is rejected into the coolant. A particular 
difference resides in the fact that in evaporative cooling, an 
entire circuit board With the electronic components to be 
cooled is placed in a housing and submerged in an electri 
cally nonconducting heat exchange ?uid. The advantage 
here is that all of the electronic components, Which, because 
of their different nature, reject different quantities of heat 
during their operation, are subject to cooling so that over 
heating of all individual components can be avoided. One 
such evaporative-type cooler is disclosed in unpublished 
German patent application DE 101 58 387.7. 
On the other hand, cooling With an already present 

coolant, such as engine coolant as mentioned previously, 
involves a problem quite different from that encountered 
Where the components to be cooled are submerged in a 
coolant subject to phase change. In particular, in an appa 
ratus such as a vehicle, the engine coolant pump is typically 
in operation to circulate coolant only When the engine is 
running. This may be referred to as a “dynamic” cooling 
operation. 

Other components requiring cooling must then be sub 
jected to a design that alloWs cooling only When coolant is 
being circulated by a pump or be such that their cooling 
requirements are minimal, alloWing suf?cient cooling of 
them to occur during dynamic cooling operation. HoWever, 
cases of design and operation occur that require electronic 
components to be cooled even When the coolant pump is not 
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2 
in operation and coolant is not circulating. This may be 
referred to as static cooling operation. An example of such 
a system that can incur cooling problems during static 
operation is disclosed in German patent publication DE 199 
59 023 A1. It cannot respond to the need for cooling of 
electronic components during static operation because the 
housing of the device disclosed therein is added as an 
auxiliary housing to the housing of the coolant circulating 
pump; and the coolant ?oWs through the auxiliary housing 
only, if at all, When the coolant pump is in operation, that is, 
When the system is undergoing dynamic cooling operation. 

The present invention is directed to solving one or more 
of the above problems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is the principal object of the invention to provide a neW 
and improved heat exchanger for the cooling of electronic or 
electrical components. More particularly, it is an object of 
the invention to provide such a heat exchanger that may be 
utiliZed in a system having a coolant circulating pump and 
Which provides adequate cooling for the components to be 
cooled Whether the cooling system is operating in a dynamic 
cooling mode or in a static cooling mode. 
An exemplary embodiment achieves the foregoing object 

in a heat exchanger for cooling electronic or electrical 
components Which includes a circuit board on Which the 
components to be cooled are mounted and a coolant channel 
With a coolant inlet and a coolant outlet in heat exchange 
contact With the circuit board. The invention contemplates 
the improvement that includes a container de?ning a coolant 
receiving space or depot adjacent to and in heat exchange 
relation With the ?oW channel and adapted to contain a 
coolant to accept heat rejected by the components When the 
coolant is not ?oWing in the coolant channel betWeen the 
inlet and the outlet. 

As a consequence of this construction, When the coolant 
is ?oWing in the ?oW channel during dynamic operation, it 
provides a stream of coolant to Which heat from the com 
ponents may be rejected. At the same time, When coolant is 
not ?oWing in the coolant channel (static operation), heat 
rejected by the components is rejected to coolant in the 
coolant depot. 

In a preferred embodiment, a ?uid connection establish 
ing ?uid communication betWeen the container and the ?oW 
channel is provided. 

In a preferred embodiment, there is provided a heat 
exchanger that includes a ?rst cup-like component having a 
bottom and a peripheral Wall about the bottom, and a second 
cup-like component having a bottom and a peripheral Wall 
about its bottom. The second component is nested Within the 
?rst component With their bottoms and peripheral Walls 
spaced from one another to de?ne a coolant ?oW channel 
therebetWeen. A circuit board mounting components to be 
cooled is mounted on the ?rst component bottom in heat 
conducting relation thereto on a side thereof opposite the 
second component bottom. An inlet is provided to the ?oW 
channel as Well as an outlet from the ?oW channel. A cover 
extends about the second component and is sealed to the 
second component peripheral Wall in spaced relation to the 
second component bottom to de?ne a ?uid receiving space. 
The ?uid receiving space is in ?uid communication With the 
?oW channel. 

Thus, the components to be cooled may be cooled either 
by ?uid circulating in the ?oW channel by pumping or by 
?uid in the ?uid receiving space, that is, by either dynamic 
or static operation. 
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Apreferred embodiment includes a heat transfer enhanc 
ing structure in the ?oW channel extending betWeen and 
metallurgically bonded to the bottoms. 

In one embodiment, each of the ?rst and second compo 
nents includes a peripheral ?ange extending about each 
peripheral Wall at a location remote from the respective 
bottom of the component and the ?anges are metallurgically 
bonded and sealed to one another. 

Preferably, a ?n is located Within the ?uid receiving space 
in heat transfer relation With the bottom of the second 
component and With the cover. Thus, heat rejected to ?uid in 
the ?uid receiving space is conducted to the Walls and/or 
cover bounding such space to be dissipated into the atmo 
sphere. 

Preferably, the inlet and outlet are respective tubes Which 
extend, in spaced relation through the ?uid receiving space. 

In one embodiment, the second component bottom 
includes spaced inlet and outlet ports to the ?oW channel and 
the tubes extend to and terminate just short of a correspond 
ing one of the ports. In this structure, a small space betWeen 
the ends of the tubes and the ports serves to establish ?uid 
communication betWeen the ?oW channel and the ?uid 
receiving space. 

In an alternative embodiment, the second component 
bottom includes spaced inlet and outlet ports to the ?oW 
channel and the tubes extend and are sealed to a correspond 
ing one of the ports. Each of the tubes includes at least one 
aperture in a Wall thereof opening Within the ?uid receiving 
space. In this embodiment, the apertures establish ?uid 
communication betWeen the ?oW channel and the ?uid 
receiving space. 

Ahighly preferred embodiment contemplates that there be 
a ?n in the ?oW channel and even more preferably, the 
invention contemplates that the ?n be metallurgically 
bonded to both of the component bottoms. 

In a highly preferred embodiment, the ?n is a lanced and 
offset ?n. 

In an alternative embodiment, a ?uid guide is located in 
the ?oW channel for directing ?oW therein in a predeter 
mined pattern betWeen the inlet and the outlet. 

Preferably, the ?oW guide includes at least one bead 
formed in at least one of the component bottoms and Which 
extends toWard and contacts the other of the component 
bottoms. 
A highly preferred embodiment contemplates that the 

bead be formed in the second component bottom. 
The invention also contemplates that the components and 

the cover be formed of braZe clad aluminum and are braZed 
together. 

Other objects and advantages Will become apparent from 
the folloWing speci?cation taken in connection With the 
accompanying draWings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a sectional vieW of a heat exchanger made 
according to the invention taken approximately along the 
line 1—1 in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of the heat exchanger; 
FIG. 3 is a vieW similar to FIG. 1 but of a modi?ed 

embodiment of the invention and taken along the line 3—3 
of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 4 is a plan vieW of the modi?ed embodiment of FIG. 
3; 

FIG. 5 is an exploded, sectional vieW of the ?rst embodi 
ment of the invention and taken approximately along the line 
5—5 of FIG. 6; 
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4 
FIG. 6 is a plan vieW of the ?rst embodiment of the 

invention and Which is substantially identical to FIG. 2; 
FIG. 7 is a side elevation of the embodiment of FIG. 1 but 

With part of the heat exchanger removed for clarity; 
FIG. 8 is a sectional vieW taken approximately along the 

line 8—8 in FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a vieW similar to FIG. 7 but of a modi?ed 

embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 10 is a plan vieW of the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 

9; 
FIG. 11 is a vieW similar to FIG. 9 but of still a further 

modi?ed embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 12 is a plan vieW of the embodiment illustrated in 

FIG. 11; 
FIG. 13 is a side elevation of the embodiment of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 14 is a plan vieW of FIG. 13; 

FIG. 15 is a fragmentary, sectional vieW of a porting 
system used in one embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 16 is a vieW similar to FIG. 15 but of a modi?ed 
embodiment of the porting arrangement. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Exemplary embodiments of the invention are disclosed 
herein in the context of cooling circuit boards mounting 
electronic or electrical components. HoWever, it is to be 
understood that the invention can be utiliZed in cooling 
electronic or electrical components that are not mounted on 
circuit boards Where both dynamic and static cooling opera 
tions are required. Similarly, the invention is described in the 
context of a vehicle having an internal combustion engine 
having a coolant system Wherein coolant is circulated by a 
pump. HoWever, again, the invention is not limited to 
vehicular systems but may be used With ef?cacy in any type 
of system Wherein coolant is circulated by a pump that is 
operated intermittently. Thus, no limitation is intended to 
circuit boards and/or vehicular systems except insofar as 
expressly stated in the appended claims. 
With the foregoing in mind, reference Will noW be made 

to FIGS. 1, 2, 5 and 6. As seen in FIGS. 1 and 5, the heat 
exchanger is formed of a ?rst, cup-like component, gener 
ally designated 20, a second, cup-like component generally 
designated 22 and a cover, generally designated 24. The ?rst 
cup-like component includes a bottom 26 Which is generally 
?at and Which is surrounded by a peripheral Wall 28. The 
peripheral Wall has, at its edge opposite the bottom 26, an 
outWardly extending peripheral ?ange 30 Which is stamped 
as at 32 to join With a further, outWardly extending, ?ange 
34. Preferably, the ?rst component 20 is formed as by 
draWing or stamping out of aluminum Which in turn is clad 
With a suitable braZe alloy (not shoWn). 
A circuit board 36 is adhered to the bottom 26 of the ?rst 

component 20 by any suitable thermally conductive adhe 
sive and, as seen in FIGS. 2 and 6, mounts a plurality of 
electronic or electrical components 38. 

As seen in FIGS. 2 and 6, the ?ange 34 is provided With 
a series of apertures 40 through Which fasteners may pass to 
secure the heat exchanger to a mounting panel or the like. 
The ?ange 30, being displaced from the ?ange 34, serves as 
a stiffening bead for the ?ange 34. 
The second component 22 is likeWise formed of braZe 

clad aluminum by stamping or a deep draWing process and 
includes a ?at bottom 42 surrounded by a peripheral Wall 44 
Which in turn terminates at an edge opposite the ?at bottom 
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in an outwardly directed, peripheral ?ange 46. As can best 
be seen in FIG. 1, the peripheral Wall 44 of the second 
component 22 has a lesser depth than the peripheral Wall 28 
of the ?rst component 20 and is formed to be located 
inWardly of the peripheral Wall 28 of the ?rst component 20 
so as to form a How channel 48 (FIG. 1) betWeen the tWo. 

In addition, the bottom Wall 42 of the second component 
22 includes a pair of spaced ports 50,52 Which may respec 
tively serve as inlet and outlet ports to the How channel 48 
and Which Will be described in greater detail hereinafter. 

The arrangement is such that the second component 22 
may nest Within the ?rst component 20 as illustrated in FIG. 
1 With their respective ?anges 46 and 30 in abutment With 
one another and braZed and sealed together so that the only 
access to the coolant ?oW path 48 is via the ports 50,52. 
A ?n 54, preferably formed of aluminum, is disposed 

betWeen the ?at bottoms 26 and 42 of the ?rst and second 
components 20,22 respectively. The ?n 54 is braZed to both 
of the bottoms 26 and 42 by the braZe alloy on the bottoms 
26 and 42. HoWever, if desired, the ?n 54 could also be 
provided With aluminum braZe cladding. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 5, a serpentine ?n 56 is located 
Within the second component 22 in abutment With the 
bottom 42 thereof as Well as With the cover 24 as seen in 

FIG. 1. Through holes (not shoWn) are formed in the ?n 56 
in the locations of the ports 50,52 so as to alloW access to 
them in a manner to be seen hereinafter. Again, the ?n 56 
Will be formed of aluminum and Will be metallurgically 
bonded to both the cover 24 and the bottom 42 of the second 
component 22 by braZe clad material thereon. And again, if 
desired, braZe cladding could be placed on the ?n 56 as Well. 

The cover 24, as alluded to previously, has a coating of 
braZe clad material and typically Will be formed of a base 
metal, namely aluminum. The same has a raised platform 58 
in its central region surrounded by a peripheral ?ange 60 that 
abuts against the ?ange 46 on the second component 22 to 
be sealingly, metallurgically bonded thereto. 

In alignment With the ports 50 and 52 are respective inlet 
and outlet tubes 62,64 Which are located on the cover 24 by 
conventionally formed peripheral beads 66. The tubes 62,64 
may also have beads 68 near the ends thereof remote from 
the ports 50,52 to aid in securing ?uid conduits thereto in a 
knoWn fashion. 

The placement of the cover 24 on the second component 
22 provides a ?uid receiving space 70 bounded by the cover 
24 on one side, the bottom 42 of the second component 22 
on the other and the peripheral Wall 44 joining the tWo. To 
place the ?uid receiving space 70 in ?uid communication 
With the How channel 48, a structure such as shoWn in FIG. 
15 or 16 may be utiliZed. As the structure may be the same 
for both of the ports 50,52, only that associated With the port 
50 Will be described. The port 50 has a collar 80 Which is 
directed into the ?uid receiving space 70 from the How 
channel 48 While the cover 24 has a similar collar 82 Which 
receives the tube 62 such that the bead 66 abuts against the 
end of the collar 82. This locates an end 84 of the tube 62 
in spaced relation to the end of the collar 80 as shoWn by a 
gap 85. In the usual case, the gap 85 Will be but a feW 
millimeters in length and is annular, that is, extends entirely 
about the end 84 of the tube 62. 

Alternatively, and as shoWn in FIG. 16, the collar 80 on 
the bottom 42 may extend someWhat more deeply into the 
?uid receiving space 70 such that the end 84 of the tube 62 
enters the collar 80 and may be braZed thereto to be sealed 
thereagainst. In this embodiment, a series of apertures 86 are 
located in the Wall of the tube 62 just above the bead 66 to 
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6 
be in ?uid communication With the ?uid receiving space 70 
at that location. In either case, because the tubes 62,64 
provide an inlet and an outlet respectively to the How 
channel 48, the annular gap 85 or the apertures 86 establish 
?uid communication betWeen the ?uid receiving space 70 
and the How channel 48. 

Operation during a dynamic cooling operation provides 
cooling by coolant entering the inlet tube 62 and ?oWing 
through the How channel 48 to exit the outlet tube 64. This 
coolant Will circulate under the in?uence of a pump and in 
the case of a vehicle, the coolant may be the same coolant 
as that circulated through an internal combustion engine 
employed for propelling the vehicle. The vehicle coolant 
pump may be utiliZed for this purpose simply by connecting 
the inlet and outlet tube 62,64 into the circulating coolant 
system for the vehicle. 

In a static mode of operation, the pump Will not be 
operating, as When the engine has been turned off. In this 
situation, coolant Will not be ?oWing in the How channel 48. 
HoWever, heat rejected by the electrical components 38 on 
the circuit board 36 Will be rejected to the bottom 26 of the 
?rst component 20 and conducted to the bottom 42 of the 
second component 22 by the ?n 54 as Well as by any coolant 
remaining the How channel 48. The ?uid Within the ?uid 
receiving space 70 Will have the heat traveling to the bottom 
42 of the second component 22 rejected to it thereby 
providing cooling for the electrical components 38. To the 
extent that the heat is suf?cient to cause coolant in the ?uid 
receiving space 70 to achieve its boiling temperature, the 
same Will simply begin to evaporate therein, all the While 
absorbing the latent heat evaporiZation to provide cooing at 
a temperature substantially equal to the boiling point of the 
coolant. Gas formed in the ?uid receiving space from the 
coolant, or any gas from a noncoolant source and dissolved 
or entrained in the coolant may empty into the coolant 
circulating system via either or both of the inlet and outlet 
tubes 62,64. 

To the extent that a small layer of gas or coolant vapor 
may form adjacent the bottom 42 of the second component 
22 during a static cooling operation, the fact that the ?n 56 
is metallurgically bonded to the bottom 42 and extends 
doWnWardly to be bonded to the cover 24 means that the ?n 
56 Will be immersed in a pool of coolant Within the space 70 
and thermally conduct the rejected heat thereto. 

It is also to be observe that heat may be rejected to the 
ambient through the cover 24 to provide a further measure 
of cooling. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 shoW a modi?ed embodiment of the 
invention that may be employed in situations Where static 
cooling operation is not of great concern. Because the 
structure is quite similar, and in many respects, identical to 
the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, in the interest of 
brevity, like components Will be given identical reference 
numerals and Will not be redescribed. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 3, the cover 24 is omitted 
entirely and the inlet and outlet tubes 62,64 are ?tted directly 
to the ports 50,52 generally in the manner illustrated in FIG. 
16 and described previously. In this case, hoWever, the 
apertures 86 in the Wall of the tubes 62,64 are omitted. The 
resulting structure includes the How channel 48 but lacks the 
How receiving space 70. Because the components are 
identical, except for the absence of the openings 86 in the 
tubes 62,64, an advantageous structure results. In particular, 
because the components used in the embodiment of FIG. 1 
may be employed Without modi?cation (except for the 
removal of the openings 86), an inexpensive heat exchanger 
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is provided. That is to say, because the components of the 
embodiment of FIG. 1 may be utilized in a different type of 
heat exchanger Without modi?cation, tWo different types of 
heat exchangers may be easily formed using the components 
of the embodiment of FIG. 1 as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4. 

The ?n 54 is illustrated in greater detail in FIGS. 7 and 8. 
the ?n 54 is a conventional lanced and offset ?n made by a 
plurality of staggered cuts 90,92 With the portion of the ?n 
betWeen the cuts 90,92, displaced either up or doWn to form 
a roughly sinusoidal con?guration as is apparent from a 
vieWing of the ?ns 54 in FIGS. 15 and 16. The displaced 
areas alternately are bonded to the bottoms 26,42, of the ?rst 
and second components 20,22 and the cuts 90 are staggered 
With the cuts 92 as is visible in FIG. 8. 

The use of lanced and offset ?n 54 alloWs the achieving 
of desired ?oW characteristics in the How channel 48. For 
How going from left to right as vieWed in FIG. 8, those 
skilled in the art Will recogniZe that pressure loss is mini 
miZed as a result of lesser turbulence in the coolant induced 
by the ?n 54 and heat exchange is not particularly high. Such 
a How pattern may be desirable Where loW pressure drop is 
required and a reduction in heat transfer tolerated. 

On the other hand, if the How Were going from top to 
bottom as vieWed in FIG. 8, a high pressure loss Would occur 
as a result of increased turbulence and an excellent rate of 
heat exchange Would be obtained. Thus, such an orientation 
may be utiliZed When high rates of heat exchange are 
necessary and high pressure drops can be tolerated. 

In the embodiment illustrated, With the ports 50 and 52 
being arranged at diagonally opposite corners of the ?n 54, 
the best of both Worlds may be obtained. The pressure drop 
Will relatively loW and heat exchange relatively high. In the 
illustrated embodiment, a line connecting the ports 50 and 
52 should be at approximately 45° to the horiZontal or the 
vertical Which is to say, at 45° to the corrugations of the ?n 
54. 

FIGS. 9—12 illustrate a modi?ed embodiment of the 
invention Wherein the ?n 54 is dispensed With in favor of 
beads 94 that extend betWeen the bottoms 26,42 of the ?rst 
and second components 20 and 22 respectively. While the 
beads 94 could be formed in either or both of the bottoms 
26,42, it is preferred that they be formed in the bottom 46 as 
by stamping. During assembly of the heat exchanger, Which 
includes braZing the components together, the beads 94 Will 
braZe into good heat transfer contact With the bottom 26 of 
the ?rst component 20. The beads 94 are con?gured as, for 
example, as shoWn in FIG. 10 or, as shoWn in FIG. 12 to 
provide desired ?oW characteristics from the port 50 to the 
port 52 to achieve a desired ?oW pattern. In some instances, 
the components 38 on the circuit board 36 Will have different 
levels of heat rejection and through the use of How guides in 
the form of the beads 94, greater ?oW and/or turbulence can 
be achieved in the area of those components 38 requiring a 
greater amount of cooling to assure that all components are 
cooled uniformly. 

If desired, circular bumps 96 may also be formed in the 
bottom 42 to be metallurgically bonded to the bottom 26. 
This provides additional strength, speci?cally, resistance 
against a high pressure tending to expand the How channel 
48, as Well an increased degree of heat transfer. 

The height of the beads 94, shoWn at h in FIG. 11, should 
be equal to the height of the How channel 48 to achieve the 
desired contact, bonding and heat transfer characteristics. 
The beads 94 may de?ne narroW ?oW channels, Wide ?oW 
channels, long How channels, short ?oW channels, straight 
?oW channels, or curved or bent ?oW channels as desired so 
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8 
as to guide the coolant to required positions of the compo 
nents 38 to cool them suf?ciently. 

It is preferred that the beads 94 be formed in the bottom 
46 of the second component 22 rather than in the bottom 26 
of the ?rst component 20. In this Way, the entire bottom 
surface of the bottom 26 Will be in heat transfer contact With 
the circuit board 36 to assure maximum heat transfer. 

Though the draWings herein depict the ?rst and second 
components 20,22 in rectangular form, they are cup-shaped 
in the sense that they include a bottom having a peripheral 
Wall. The particular shape of the peripheral Wall can be 
modi?ed to suit any particular usage and no limitation as to 
a particular peripheral shape is intended. 

It Will be appreciated that all of the components may be 
assembled in the order depicted in FIG. 5 With the tWo 
components 20,22 and the cover 24 held together, essentially 
clamping the ?ns 54,56 in place and then braZed together to 
form a unitary, sealed assembly. The heat exchanger is 
simple to construct and the embodiments of all ?gures save 
for that of FIGS. 3 and 4 provide for both a dynamic and a 
static cooling operation and thereby offer a greater measure 
of protection for electrical or electronic components requir 
ing cooling as a result of their operation. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A heat exchanger for cooling electronic or electrical 

components, comprising: 
a ?rst cup-like component having a bottom and a periph 

eral Wall about the bottom; 
a second cup-like component having a bottom and a 

peripheral Wall about the bottom, said second compo 
nent being nested Within said ?rst component With their 
bottoms and peripheral Walls spaced from one another 
to de?ne a floW channel therebetWeen; 

a circuit board mounting components to be cooled 
mounted on said ?rst component bottom in heat con 
ducting relation thereto and on a side thereof opposite 
said second component bottom; 

an inlet to said How channel; 
an outlet from said How channel; and 
a cover extending about said second component and 

sealed to said second component peripheral Wall in 
spaced relation to said second component bottom to 
de?ne a ?uid receiving space, said ?uid receiving space 
being in ?uid communication With said How channel; 

Whereby said components to be cooled may be cooled 
either by ?uid circulating in said How channel by 
pumping or by ?uid in said ?uid receiving space. 

2. The heat exchanger of claim 1 further including a heat 
transfer enhancing structure in said How channel extending 
betWeen and metallurgically bonded to said bottoms. 

3. The heat exchanger of claim 1 Wherein each of said ?rst 
and second components includes a peripheral ?ange extend 
ing about each peripheral Wall at a location remote from 
their respective bottom, said ?anges being metallurgically 
bonded and sealed to one another. 

4. The heat exchanger of claim 1 Wherein a ?n is located 
Within said ?uid receiving space in heat transfer relation 
With said bottom of said second component and With said 
cover. 

5. The heat exchanger of claim 1 Wherein said inlet and 
outlet are respective tubes Which extend, in spaced relation, 
through said ?uid receiving space. 

6. The heat exchanger of claim 5 Wherein said second 
component bottom includes spaced inlet and outlet ports to 
said How channel and said tubes extend to and terminate just 
short of a corresponding one of said ports. 
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7. The heat exchanger of claim 5 wherein said second 
component bottom includes spaced inlet and outlet ports to 
said How channel and said tubes extend to a corresponding 
one of said ports, each said tube including at least one 
aperture in a Wall thereof and opening Within said ?uid 5 
receiving space. 

8. The heat exchanger of claim 1 further including a ?n in 
said How channel. 

9. The heat exchanger of claim 8 Wherein said ?n is 
metallurgically bonded to both said ?rst and second com 
ponent bottoms. 

10. The heat exchanger of claim 9 Wherein said ?n is a 
lanced and offset ?n. 

11. The heat exchanger of claim 1 further including a How 
guide in said How channel for directing ?oW therein in a 15 
predetermined pattern betWeen said inlet and said outlet. 

12. The heat exchanger of claim 11 Wherein said How 
guide includes at least one bead formed in at least one of said 
component bottom and extending toWard and contacting the 
other of said component bottoms. 

10 
13. The heat exchanger of claim 12 Wherein said bead(s) 

is formed in said second component bottom. 
14. The heat exchanger of claim 1 Wherein said ?rst and 

second components and said cover are formed of braZe clad 
aluminum and are braZed together. 

15. In a heat exchanger for cooling electronic or electrical 
components including a circuit board on Which the compo 
nents are mounted and a coolant channel With a coolant inlet 
and a coolant outlet in heat exchange contact With the circuit 

10 board, the improvement including a container de?ning a 
coolant depot adjacent to and in heat exchange relation With 
said How channel and adapted to contain a coolant to accept 
heat rejected by said components When coolant is not 
?oWing in said coolant channel betWeen said inlet and said 
outlet. 

16. The heat exchanger of claim 15 further including a 
?uid connection establishing ?uid communication betWeen 
said container and said How channel. 


